Abstract-This paper presents lower bounds on the time and space complexity of implementations that use k-compare&swap (k-CAS) synchronization primitives. We prove that using k-CAS primitives can improve neither the time nor the space complexity of implementations of widely used concurrent objects, such as counter, stack, queue, and collect. Surprisingly, overly restrictive use of k-CAS may even increase the space complexity required by such implementations. We prove a lower bound of ðlog 2 nÞ on the round complexity of implementations of a collect object using read, write, and k-CAS, for any k, where n is the number of processes in the system. There is an implementation of collect with Oðlog 2 nÞ round complexity that uses only reads and writes. Thus, our lower bound establishes that k-CAS is no stronger than read and write for collect implementation round complexity. For k-CAS operations that return the values of all the objects they access, we prove that the total step complexity of implementing key objects such as counters, stacks, and queues is ðn log k nÞ. We also prove that k-CAS cannot improve the space complexity of implementing many objects (including counter, stack, queue, and single-writer snapshot). An implementation has to use at least n base objects even if k-CAS is allowed, and if all operations (other than read) swap exactly k base objects, then it must use at least k Á n base objects.
INTRODUCTION
S YNCHRONIZATION primitives are provided by the hardware to facilitate coordination between processes; a conditional synchronization primitive modifies the value of the object to which it is applied only if the object has a specific value. Compare&swap (abbreviated CAS) is an example of a conditional primitive: CASðO; old; newÞ changes the value of an object O to new only if its value just before CAS is applied is old; otherwise, CAS does not change the value of O. Hardware support for CAS is provided in most contemporary multiprocessor architectures [19] , [23] , [25] , and it has become the synchronization primitive of choice for implementing concurrent data structures.
The design of concurrent data structures is easier if conditional primitives can be applied to multiple objects [16] , but all current architectures that we are aware of support unary conditional primitives, that is, primitives that are applied to a single object. This raises the question of supporting multiobject conditional primitives in hardware [13] , [15] , [16] , [18] ; of concrete interest are k-CAS synchronization primitives that atomically check and possibly modify up to k objects; when k ¼ 2, this is the double compare&swap (DCAS) primitive.
This paper approaches this question by investigating whether multiobject conditional primitives admit more efficient implementations. We prove lower bounds on the time and space complexity of implementations of widely used objects that use multiobject conditional primitives such as k-CAS. We show that the use of such primitives improve neither the time nor the space complexity of implementing these objects.
Our Contributions
We show that k-CAS is no stronger than read and write for implementing the widely used collect object. We prove that the round complexity [12] of collect implementations is ðlog 2 nÞ, even if k-CAS primitives can be used, for any k, where n is the number of processes in the system. The round complexity measures the time in failure-free executions in which processes operate at approximately the same speed. This matches an Oðlog 2 nÞ round complexity implementation of collect using only reads and writes [9] .
The proof hinges on the fact that a k-CAS operation only tells us whether the values of the k objects to which it is applied equal a particular vector of values or not. Thus, such an operation provides only a single bit of information about the objects it accesses. This intuition is captured, in a precise sense, by adapting a technique of Beame [11] , originally applied in the synchronous CRCW PRAM model [20] .
We also consider k-CAS operations that can return the values of all the objects they access, and prove that the total step complexity of implementing key objects such as counters, stacks, and queues is ðn log k nÞ even if such primitives are used. The total step complexity counts the total number of steps taken by all processes.
We then turn to study the space complexity of implementations that use multiobject conditional primitives. We extend a result of Fich et al. [14] , who presented a linear space lower bound on wait-free implementations of many widely used concurrent objects, such as stack, queue, counter, and single-writer snapshot, which use read, write, and unary conditional primitives. We show that an implementation cannot escape this lower bound by using multiobject conditional primitives; that is, we prove that the number of base objects used by such implementations is in ðnÞ. Moreover, if all multiobject operations access exactly k base objects, then the space complexity is at least k Á n.
Our results indicate that supporting multiobject conditional primitives in hardware may not yield performance gains: under reasonable cost metrics, they do not improve the efficiency of implementing many widely used objects. Our lower bounds hold also for the k-compare-single-swap synchronization primitive [22] , which is a weaker variant of k-CAS.
Previous Work
Several shared object implementations use k-CAS to simplify design (e.g., [5] , [17] ); these implementations mostly use DCAS but sometimes 3CAS also [13] . There is a variety of algorithms for simulating k-CAS (and multiobject primitives) from unary CAS, load linked (LL), and store conditional (SC) (e.g., [2] , [6] , [10] , [24] ), but they all incur a significant cost.
Attiya and Dagan [7] prove that any implementation of two-object conditional primitives from unary conditional primitives requires ðlog log Ã nÞ steps. Our results indicate that this cost may not yield corresponding savings in implementations utilizing k-CAS.
Roadmap
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We present our model of computation in Section 2. Lower bounds for the round and step complexity appear in Section 3; Section 4 studies how these bounds change if k-CAS operations return the previous values of all k base objects they access. Section 5 provides space lower bounds, and a summary of our results appears in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 The Shared-Memory System Model
We consider a standard model of an asynchronous sharedmemory system, in which processes communicate by applying operations to shared objects. An object is an instance of an abstract data type. It is characterized by a domain of possible values and by a set of operations that provide the only means to manipulate it. No bound is assumed on the size of an object (i.e., the number of different possible values the object can have). An implementation of an object shared by a set P ¼ fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g of n processes provides a specific data representation for the object from a set B of shared base objects, each of which is assigned an initial value; the implementation also provides algorithms for each process in P to apply each operation to the object being implemented. To avoid confusion, we call operations on the base objects primitives and reserve the term operations for the objects being implemented.
A wait-free implementation of a concurrent object guarantees that any process can complete an operation in a finite number of its own steps. A solo-terminating (also called obstruction-free) implementation guarantees only that if a process eventually runs by itself while executing an operation then it completes that operation within a finite number of its own steps. Each step consists of some local computation and one shared memory event, which is a primitive applied atomically to a vector of objects in B. We say that the event accesses these base objects and that it applies the primitive to them. We consider only deterministic implementations, in which the next step taken by a process depends only on its state and the response it receives from the event it applies.
An execution fragment is a (finite or infinite) sequence of steps. For the purposes of this work, we need not consider the local computation performed by processes. Rather, we only consider their external behavior, as reflected by the events they issue. For presentation simplicity, we, therefore, regard execution fragments from now on as (finite or infinite) sequences of events, with the understanding that each execution fragment is the projection of a single corresponding sequence of steps.
An execution is an execution fragment that starts from the initial configuration. This is a configuration in which all base objects in B have their initial values and all processes are in their initial states. If o 2 B is a base object and E is a finite execution, then valueðE; oÞ denotes the value of o at the end of E. If no event in E changes the value of o, then valueðE; oÞ is the initial value of o. In other words, in the configuration resulting from executing E, each base object o 2 B has value valueðE; oÞ. For any finite execution fragment E and any execution fragment E 0 , the execution fragment EE 0 denotes the concatenation of E and E 0 . Let E and F be two executions. We say that F is an extension of E if F ¼ EE 0 for some execution fragment E 0 . An operation instance, È ¼ ðO; Op; p; argsÞ, is an application by process p of operation Op with arguments args to object O. In an execution, processes apply their operation instances to the implemented object. To apply an operation instance È, a process issues a sequence of one or more events that access the base objects used by the implementation of O. If the first event of È has been issued in an execution E, we say that È occurs in E. If the last event of È has been issued in E, we say that È completes in E. The events of an operation instance issued by a process can be interleaved with events issued by other processes. Let È 1 and È 2 be two operation instances that occur in E. If È 1 completes in E before the first event of È 2 has been issued in E, we say that È 1 precedes È 2 in E and denote that by È 1 E 0 È 2 ; the relation E 0 is a partial order on the operation instances that occur in E.
If a process has not completed its operation instance, it has exactly one enabled event, which is the next event it will perform, as specified by the algorithm it is using to apply its operation instance to the implemented object. We say that a process p is active after E if p has not completed its operation instance in E. If p is not active after E, we say that p is idle after E. We say that an execution E is quiescent if every instance that starts in E completes in E.
Processes communicate with one another by issuing events that apply read-modify-write (RMW) primitives to vectors of base objects. We assume that a primitive is always applied to vectors of the same size. This size is called the arity of the primitive. RMW primitives of arity 1 are called unary or single-object RMW primitives. RMW primitives of arity larger than 1 are called multiobject RMW primitives. For presentation simplicity, we assume that all the base objects to which a primitive is applied are over the same domain. An RMW primitive, applied to a vector of k base objects over some domain D, is characterized by a pair of functions, hg; hi, where g is the primitive's update function and h is the primitive's response function. The update function g : D k Â W ! D k , for some input-values domain W , determines how the primitive updates the values of the base objects to which it is applied.
In the following definitions, when we refer to an event as issued after execution E, we mean it is issued immediately after execution E. Similarly, when we refer to the state of an object after execution E, we refer to its state immediately after E. Let e be an event, issued by process p after execution E, which applies the primitive hg; hi to a vector of base objects ho 1 ; . . . ; o k i. Write is another example of a single-object RMW primitive. Its update function is gðhvi; wÞ ¼ hwi, and its response function is hðhvi; wÞ ¼ ack. An RMW primitive is nontrivial if it may change the values of some of the base objects to which it is applied (e.g., write); otherwise, it is trivial (e.g., read). Fetch&add is another example of a single-object RMW primitive. Its update function is gðhvi; wÞ ¼ hv þ wi, for v; w integers, and its response function simply returns the previous value of the base object to which it is applied.
Next, we define the concept of conditional synchronization primitives; this is an extension of [14] . 
Visibility and Awareness
We now define the notion of invisible events. This is a generalization of the definition provided in [14] that can be applied to multiobject primitives. Informally, an invisible event is an event by some process that cannot be observed by other processes. All read events are invisible. A write event is invisible if the value of the object to which it is applied equals the value it writes or if it is overwritten by a later write event before the object is being read. An RMW event is invisible if its object-values vector is a fixed point of the event when it is issued. An RMW event e that is applied by process p to an object vector is also invisible if, before p applies another event, a write event is applied to each object o i that is changed by e before another RMW event is applied to o i .
If an RMW event e is not invisible in an execution E on some object o, we say that e is visible in E on o. If e is not invisible in E, we say that e is a visible event in E.
We next capture the extent to which processes are aware of the participation of other processes in an execution. Intuitively, a process p is aware of the participation of another process q in an execution if there is information flow from q to p in that execution; that is, p reads a sharedmemory value that was either directly written by q or indirectly influenced by a value written by q. The following definitions formalize this notion. Definition 3. Let e q be an event by process q in an execution E, which applies a nontrivial primitive to a vector v of base objects. We say that an event e p in E by process p is aware of e q if e p accesses a base object o such that at least one of the following holds:
. there is a prefix E 0 of E such that e q is visible on o in E 0 and e p is an RMW event that applies a primitive other than write to o, and it follows e q in E 0 , or . there is an event e r that is aware of e q in E and e p is aware of e r in E. If an event e p of process p is aware of an event e q of process q in E, we say that p is aware of e q and that e p is aware of q in E. The following definition quantifies the extent to which a process is aware of the participation of other processes in an execution.
Definition 4.
Process p is aware of process q after an execution E if either p ¼ q or p is aware of an event of q in E. The awareness set of p after E, denoted AW ðE; pÞ, is the set of processes that p is aware of after E.
We use the following technical definition and lemma.
Definition 5. Let S ¼ fe 1 ; . . . ; e k g be a set of events by different processes that are enabled after some execution E, each about to apply write or a conditional RMW primitive. We say that an ordering of the events of S is a weakly visible schedule of S after E, denoted by ðE; SÞ, if the following holds. Let E 1 ¼ EðE; SÞ, then 1. at most a single event of S is visible on any one object in E 1 . If e j 2 S is visible on a base object in E 1 , then e j is issued by a process that is not aware of any event of S in E 1 , 2. any process is aware of at most a single event of S in E 1 , and 3. all the read events of S are scheduled in ðE; SÞ before any event of ðE; SÞ changes a base object.
Weakly visible schedules are used in the sequel for constructing executions that slow down the rate in which processes become aware of other processes. The following lemma shows that every set of outstanding write and conditional events has a weakly visible schedule. Lemma 1. Let S ¼ fe 1 ; . . . ; e k g be a set of events by different processes that are enabled after some execution E, each about to apply write or a conditional RMW primitive. Then there is a weakly visible schedule of S after E.
Proof. We construct a schedule ¼ 1 2 3 of S after E as follows:
The events e i that are invisible in Ee i , if any, are scheduled first (in an arbitrary order); let 1 denote the resulting execution fragment. We call all of the remaining events of S the potentially visible events. We next schedule all the remaining potentially visible write events; let 2 denote the resulting execution fragment. Fragment 3 is composed from all the remaining events in a manner we describe shortly. Fragment 1 consists of all the read events in S, the write events applied to some base object o with argument valueðE; oÞ, and the conditional RMW events whose object-values vector is a fixed point after E. By Definition 2, none of these events is visible in E; by Definition 3, no process is aware of these events in E and the processes that issue them are not aware of any event of S in E. Also, by Definition 3, none of the processes that issue the events of 2 is aware of any event of S in E.
All the events from which we construct 3 , if any, are conditional events. We now describe the construction of 3 . We first schedule all the remaining events e i that are invisible in E 1 2 (in an arbitrary order); let . Assume otherwise that some remaining event e is about to access an object whose value did change, then e's object-values vector after E is a fixed point of e; therefore, e should have been scheduled in 1 .
We now schedule these remaining events iteratively as follows: In iteration j ! 1, we choose the next event to be scheduled, e ij , arbitrarily from the set of remaining events; e i j is called the pivot event of iteration j. Let v i j be the vector of base objects accessed by e ij . We then schedule all of the remaining events that access some base object that is changed by e i j , if there are such events, in an arbitrary order; these are the nonpivot events of iteration j.
We iterate in this manner until all the events have been scheduled. Consider the events scheduled in some iteration j. As the object-values vector of e i j is a change point of e i j ; e i j changes at least one base object. Thus, the object-values vector of any nonpivot event in iteration j is a fixed point of this event. This implies that all the nonpivot events are invisible in E, no process is aware of these events in E, and the processes that issue them are only aware of e ij in E. Additionally, all the pivot events are visible in E and the processes that issue them are not aware of any event of S in E.
Consider all the potentially visible events that access a specific base object o, if there are any. We now show that at most one of them is visible on o in E. If there are any potentially visible write events that access o, then let e l be the last of them. All the potentially visible write events, except for e l , are invisible in E, because each is followed by e l that writes to o before a nonwrite event accesses o.
If there are potentially visible write events on o, then none of the conditional potentially visible events on o is visible in E. This is because the value of o when they access it is the value written by e l , hence the object-values vector of each such conditional event is a fixed point of the event. Moreover, e l is the only event in S that all the processes that issue these events are aware of in E.
Otherwise, if there are no potentially visible write events that access o, then o can only be modified by a pivot event of a single iteration j. In this case, only e ij can be visible on o in E, the process that issues e ij is aware of no event of S in E, and all the nonpivot events of iteration j, if there any, are only aware of e ij in E. This implies that is a weakly visible schedule of S after E. t u
ROUND AND STEP COMPLEXITY LOWER BOUNDS FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION
In this section, we present round and step complexity lower bounds for the collect problem. We start by establishing lower bounds on a variant of collect, called the input collection problem (ICP), and then prove the lower bound on ordinary collect by reduction to ICP.
The Input Collection Problem and Round Complexity
The input to, is an n-bit vector that is given in an array of n base objects, each of which stores one bit. An ICP object supports a single operation called collect, which every process performs at most once. The response of the collect operation is an n-bit number whose ith bit equals the ith input bit. We consider the special case of the ICP problem where the number of input bits is equal to the number of processes. We define round complexity similarly to [9] . Round complexity provides a good measure of time for fail-free executions in which processes operate at approximately the same speed.
A round of an execution E is a consecutive sequence of events in E, in which every process that is active just before the sequence begins issues at least one event. A minimal round is a round such that no proper prefix of it is a round. Every execution prefix can be uniquely partitioned into minimal rounds, which defines the number of rounds in this prefix. The round complexity of E is the number of rounds in the longest prefix of E in which no process completes a collect operation. The round complexity of an implementation is the supremum over the round complexity of all its executions.
The operation step complexity of E is the maximum number of steps issued by a process as it performs an operation instance in E. The operation step complexity of an implementation is the supremum over the operation step complexity of all its executions. The total step complexity of E is the total number of steps issued by all processes in E (i.e., E's length). The total step complexity of an implementation is the supremum over the total step complexity of all its executions.
Lower Bounds for the Input Collection Problem
We use a variation on a technique of Beame [11] to prove an ðlog 2 nÞ lower bound on the round complexity of ICP implementations. This bound holds even when conditional primitives of any arity may be used, in addition to read and write.
Fix an implementation A of ICP. For notational simplicity, we assume in this section that all base objects are indexed, where o j denotes the jth base object. The base objects of the input array are denoted o 1 ; . . . ; o n .
The proofs presented in this section consider only the subset of synchronous executions of A, denoted EðAÞ, in which the participating processes issue their events in lockstep. In detail, an execution E in EðAÞ proceeds in synchronous rounds. In the beginning of each round, each of the participating processes whose instance of collect has not yet been completed has an enabled event; all processes have an enabled event in the beginning of round 1. In each round, these enabled events are scheduled in a specific order, according to a weakly visible schedule. As we consider deterministic implementations, this implies that the states of all processes and the values of all base objects right after each round of E terminates depend solely on the input vector. The unique execution of E with input vector I is denoted E I . An execution E I 2 EðAÞ terminates after the collect instances of all the processes complete.
For input vector I; E I;t is the prefix of E I containing all the events issued in rounds 1; . . . ; t of E I , and SðE I;t Þ is the set of the events that are enabled just before round t of E I starts. In round t, we extend E I;tÀ1 with a weakly visible schedule of SðE I;t Þ after E I;tÀ1 to obtain E I;t . Lemma 1 guarantees that such a schedule exists.
The following definition formalizes the notion of partitions, the key concept that we borrow from Beame's technique. Similarly to [11] , in the following, we consider a full-information model, i.e., we assume that the state of any process reflects the entire history of the events it issued (and their corresponding responses) and that objects are large enough to store any such state.
We let P V ði; tÞ (respectively, CV ðj; tÞ) denote the set of all possible states of process p i (respectively, the possible values of object o j ) right after round t of an execution E 2 EðAÞ terminates. The sets P V ði; tÞ and CV ðj; tÞ partition of the input vectors to equivalence classes. Definition 6. The process partition P ði; tÞ is the partition of the input vectors to equivalence classes that is induced by the set P V ði; tÞ. Two input vectors I 1 and I 2 are in the same class of P ði; tÞ if and only if there is a state s 2 P V ði; tÞ so that p i is in state s after round t of both executions E I 1 and E I 2 .
The object partition; Cðj; tÞ, is defined similarly. By Definition 6, we have that for every process p i , object o j and round t:
jP V ði; tÞj; jCV ðj; tÞj jEðAÞj ¼ 2 n ; jP V ði; tÞj ¼ jP ði; tÞj; jCV ðj; tÞj ¼ jCðj; tÞj:
Theorem 2. Let A be a solo-terminating implementation of ICP from base objects that support only read, write, and conditional primitives of any arity. Then, there is an execution of EðAÞ with ðlog 2 nÞ round complexity, in which each process performs a single instance of collect.
Proof. Assume that there is a process p i whose instance of collect completes in round m or an earlier round in every execution of EðAÞ; we show that m 2 ðlog 2 nÞ. The collect instance of p i returns different responses for different input vectors. As the response of the collect instance performed by p i depends only on p i 's state after the mth step, we have: jP ði; mÞj ¼ 2 n . Let r t ¼ max i jP ði; tÞj and c t ¼ max j jCðj; tÞj, respectively, denote the maximum size of all process and object partitions right after round t. Let r 0 and c 0 , respectively, denote the maximum size of any process partition and object partition just before execution starts. We prove that r t and c t satisfy the recurrences:
1. r tþ1 r t Á c t , and 2. c tþ1 n Á r t þ c t , with initial conditions:
3. r 0 ¼ 1, and 4. c 0 2. Before any execution starts, we have that for every j; 1 j n; jCðj; 1Þj ¼ 2, since the single bit in every input base object partitions the set of input vectors into two. We also have for every j > n; jCðj; 1Þj ¼ 1, since other base objects have the same initial value, regardless of the input. Additionally, we have that for every i; jP ði; 1Þj ¼ 1, since the initial state of a process does not depend on the input vector. Thus, initial conditions 3 and 4 hold.
Assume the claim holds for rounds 1; . . . ; t and consider round t þ 1. The primitive applied by p i in round t þ 1 and the base objects to which it is applied depend only on p i 's state before round t þ 1 begins. Therefore, the number of different events applied by p i in round t þ 1 of all the executions of EðAÞ is at most P ði; tÞ r t .
The size of p i 's partition can grow in round t þ 1 only when p i applies a read or a conditional primitive in round t þ 1. We now consider these two possibilities. First, if p i applies a conditional primitive, then it receives a single bit as its response; in this case, every state of p i before round t þ 1 starts can change to one of at most two states. Second, if p i applies a read to some object o j , then, by Definition 5, the read is applied before o j is changed in round t þ 1. By induction hypothesis, the value read by the event belongs to a set of size at most jCV ði; tÞj c t . It follows that p i 's state can change to one of at most c t different states. In both cases, we get that jP ði; t þ 1Þj r t Á c t , which proves recurrence 1.
We
Let nðj; t þ 1Þ denote the number of distinct values that o j may assume right after round t þ 1 in all of the executions in which its value is modified during that round. Let E I be such an execution. By Definition 5, at most a single event of SðE I;tþ1 Þ is visible on o j after E I;tþ1 ; if there is such an event, then it is issued by a process that is not aware of any event of SðE I;tþ1 Þ. Thus, the number of distinct values written to o j by any process p i in round t þ 1 of all executions is at most jP ði; tÞj r t . As any process may write to o j in round t þ 1 we get
Combining (1) and (2) proves recurrence 2. As shown in [11] , solving the recurrences for the sequences r i ; c j yields m ! log 2 n þ 1 À logð1 þ log 2 2nÞ. Thus, there is an execution whose round complexity is ðlog 2 nÞ. t u Theorem 2 immediately implies a logarithmic lower bound on the operation step complexity of ICP. We next prove an ðn log 2 nÞ lower bound on the total step complexity of ICP.
Theorem 3. Let A be a solo-terminating implementation of ICP from base objects that support only read, write, and conditional primitives of any arity. Then, A has an execution with ðn log 2 nÞ total step complexity, in which each process performs a single instance of collect.
Proof. Assume, toward a contradiction, that there is a soloterminating ICP implementation A from such base objects with total step complexity oðn log 2 nÞ. It follows that in every execution of A there exists a process that terminates after oðlog 2 nÞ rounds. We construct from A another ICP implementation A 0 as follows: In addition to the base objects used by A; A 0 uses a shared base object result, initialized with a special value null. The algorithm of A 0 is identical to that of A except for the following differences: 1) if the collect operation is about to terminate with response v, then A 0 writes v to result before terminating; 2) after each step issued by the collect operation (except for the step where the operation returns), A 0 reads result; if its value is nonnull, A 0 returns that value as the operation's response. It is easily seen that 1) A 0 is a correct solo-terminating implementation of ICP, 2) its round complexity is at most twice that of A, and 3) in each execution of A 0 , all processes terminate in two consecutive rounds. This implies that all the executions of A 0 have oðlog 2 nÞ round complexity. This is a contradiction to Theorem 2. t u
Deriving the Round Complexity Lower Bound for Ordinary Collect
The lower bound on the round complexity of ordinary collect is proved by reduction to the ICP problem. A Collect object supports two operations. A store(v) operation by process p i makes v be the latest value stored by p i . The collect operation returns a set of process-value pairs; it should not miss a preceding store operation, nor include a store operation that has not yet begun. We let V i denote the value returned for process p i , and require the following properties from every collect operation and every process p i :
. If V i ¼ ?, then no store operation by p i completes before the collect operation È. . V i ¼ v 6 ¼ ? implies that v is the parameter of a store operation É by p i that does not start after È, and there is no store operation by p i that follows É and precedes È. This definition captures a weak version of a Collect object, often called gather [3] ; clearly, our lower bound holds for stronger variants of collect [3] , [4] , [8] .
Our bound holds even for a one-time Collect object, in which every process can only apply each operation once. Theorem 4. Let A be a solo-terminating implementation of onetime Collect object from base objects that support only read, write, and conditional primitives of any arity. Then, the round complexity of A is in ðlog 2 nÞ.
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a soloterminating implementation A of one-time Collect object from such base objects, so that every instance of store and collect returns within oðlog 2 nÞ rounds. Fig. 1 presents A 0 , an implementation of ICP that uses a one-time Collect object, implemented by A. The entries of the object are from the domain fempty; 0; 1g and are initialized to empty. An object that only supports read and write primitives is called a register. A 0 uses a register result. To apply its ICP-collect operation, process p i reads the ith input bit (line 1) and applies an update operation to the one-time Collect object to store the value of its input bit to the ith entry of A (line 2). Then, p i performs a collect on A and stores the result to the local variable V (line 3). If the collect returns all the input bits, p i stores the concatenation of these bits to result and returns this value as its response (lines 5 and 6); otherwise, p i repeatedly reads the result register until it becomes nonempty and then returns this value as its response (lines 8 and 9). Consider the behavior of A 0 in a synchronous execution E 2 EðA 0 Þ. Let r be the first round of E such that the store operations of all processes terminate in round r or a previous round. Also, let p j be a process whose store operation terminates in round r. The ICPcollect instance of p j returns a concatenation of the input bits. The code and the properties of A imply that the ICPcollect instances of all processes return the same value. Thus, A 0 is a correct implementation of ICP. If p j returns a response after oðlog nÞ rounds, then all processes return their responses after oðlog nÞ rounds, contradicting Theorem 2.
t u
ROUND AND STEP COMPLEXITY LOWER BOUNDS FOR READING k-CAS PRIMITIVES
We define a reading k-CAS primitive similarly to (regular) k-CAS, except that a reading k-CAS returns the values of the objects which it accesses (before they are changed by it, if they are). For example, a reading DCAS operation returns the values of the two objects it accesses just before it is applied. The step complexity of collect can be reduced with reading k-CAS primitives, by adapting the algorithm of Afek et al. [1] , to yield an implementation of collect with Oðlog kþ1 nÞ step complexity. In this section, we prove that the total step complexity of solo-terminating implementations of counters, stacks, and queues is ðn log kþ1 nÞ, assuming the implementation uses only j-word conditionals for j k, read and write. This extends a lower bound of ðlog 2 nÞ on the number of steps by a single process needed for implementing these objects using unary conditionals [21] . Reading k-CAS primitives provide much more information than regular ones. It is, therefore, surprising that both lower bounds hold even when implementations can use reading conditional primitives.
We start by proving the lower bound for a counter, and derive the results for stacks and queues by using a simple reduction. In the following, we only consider executions in which every process performs at most a single operation instance.
A counter is an object whose domain is N . It supports a single operation, fetch&increment. A counter implementation A is correct if the following holds for every nonempty quiescent execution E of A: the responses of the fetch&incre-ment instances that complete in E constitute a contiguous range of integers starting from 0.
The key intuitions behind the following lower bound proofs are that first, in any n-process execution of a counter implementation, "many" processes need to be aware of the participation of "many" other processes in the execution, and second, if processes only use read, write, and conditional primitives, then a scheduling adversary can order events so that information about the participation of processes in the computation accumulates "slowly." We use Definitions 3 and 4, as well as Lemma 1, to capture this intuition.
The following lemma proves a relation between the value returned by a fetch&increment operation instance of a process in some execution and the size of that process' awareness set after that execution.
Lemma 5. Let E be an execution of a solo-terminating counter implementation. If the fetch&increment instance by p returns i in E then jAW ðE; pÞj > i.
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is an execution E and a process p such that a fetch&increment instance by p returns i in E and jAW ðE; pÞj i. We construct a new execution E 0 in the following manner. For any process q 6 2 AW ðE; pÞ, we first remove all the events of q from E; then, for any process q 0 , we remove all the events by q 0 that are aware of q. Note that if an event e q 0 of q 0 is aware of q, then all following events by q 0 are also aware of q and are removed. Also, no events of p are removed since p is aware only of processes in AW ðE; pÞ.
We argue that E 0 is an execution, and that it is indistinguishable to p from E; in fact, this holds for the execution prefix of every process.
We consider events in the order they appear in E 0 . Let e q 0 be an event by process q 0 that appears in E 0 , namely
. Since e q 0 appears also in E, we can also write E ¼ E 1 e q 0 E 2 . For the induction, assume that E 0 1 is an execution and that it is indistinguishable to every process that appears in it from E 1 .
In particular, q 0 does not distinguish between E 1 and E 0 1 , and, hence, it takes the same step after E 1 and E 0 1 . To see why q 0 obtains the same response in e q 0 after E 1 and after E 0 1 , note that it can return a different response only if, in E; e q 0 is aware of an event e that was removed from E 1 . This happens only if e is aware of some process q 6 2 AW ðE; pÞ, implying that, in E; e q 0 is also aware of q, contradicting the fact e q 0 was not removed. Hence, E 0 1 e q 0 is an execution and q 0 does not distinguish between E 0 1 e q 0 and E 1 e q 0 . This implies that p's fetch&increment instance returns i also in E 0 ; on the other hand, at most i processes participate in E 0 . Let E 00 be the extension of E 0 in which the processes that participate in E 0 complete their operation instances, one at a time. This execution exists by solo termination, and results in a quiescent execution. However, at most i instances of fetch&increment complete in E 00 , and one of them (by p) returns i. Thus, the responses of the fetch&increment instances do not constitute a contiguous range starting from 0, violating the specification of a counter. t u
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.
Corollary 6. Let E be a quiescent n-process execution of a soloterminating counter implementation, then P p2P AW ðE; pÞ ! ðn þ 1Þ Á ðn þ 2Þ=2.
Information about processes that participate in an execution is transferred through base objects. The following definition quantifies the number of other processes a process can become aware of when it reads a base object. Definition 7. Let E be an execution, o be a base object, and q be a process. We say that o has record of q after E if there is an event e, visible on o in E, such that the following hold:
2. e is an application of a nontrivial primitive to an objects vector that contains o by some process r such that q 2 F ðE 1 e; rÞ. The familiarity set of o after E, denoted F ðE; oÞ, contains all processes that o has record of after E.
Definition 7 provides only an upper bound (not tight, in general) on the number of processes that a process may become aware of when it accesses a base object. For example, consider an execution E consisting of four events applied to a base object o: a write by process p, followed by a read by process q, followed by a write by process r, followed by a read by process s. As the write by p is visible in E; p is in the familiarity set of o after E. The read by s, however, cannot convey to s any information about p.
We also note that requirement 2 of Definition 7 guarantees that an RMW event e that modifies an object o extends o's familiarity set with the familiarity sets of all other objects accessed by e. Definition 8. Let E be an execution. We let MðEÞ ¼ max p;o ðfjAW ðE; pÞjjp 2 Pg [ fjF ðE; oÞjjo 2 BgÞ denote the maximum size of a process awareness set and object familiarity set after E.
Definition 9. Let P be a set of synchronization primitives. We say that P is c-bounded, for some constant c, if for every execution E and for every set S of events that are enabled after E, applying primitives from P, there is a schedule of S such that MðEÞ=MðEÞ c holds.
From Definition 9, it is clear that the smaller c is, the more can a scheduling adversary slow down the rate in which processes become aware of others.
Lemma 7. The set of primitives that contains write and all the conditional primitives of arity k or less is ð2k þ 1Þ-bounded.
Proof. Let S be a set of events by different processes that are enabled after some execution E, each about to apply a write or a conditional RMW primitive of arity k or less. From Lemma 1, ðE; SÞ exists. We show that MðEðE; SÞÞ=MðEÞ 2k þ 1 holds. Let E 1 ¼ EðE; SÞ and let o be some base object. By Definition 5, at most one event of S is visible on o in E 1 . If there is no such event, then F ðE 1 ; oÞ ¼ F ðE; oÞ. Otherwise, there is a single such event, e, issued by some process p. Let o 1 ; . . . ; o j , for some j < k, be the base objects accessed by e in addition to o, if any. By Definition 5, p is not aware in E of any event from S other than e. Let us now consider the maximum size of process awareness sets after E 1 . Clearly, AW ðE 1 ; pÞ ¼ AW ðE; pÞ for any process p that issues no event in S. By Definition 3, the same holds for all the processes that issue write events in S. Let p be a process that issues a read event in S and let o be the base object accessed by that event. From Definition 5, the read events in S are scheduled before any event of S changes a base object. It follows that AW ðE 1 ; pÞ & AW ðE; pÞ [ F ðE; oÞ holds, which implies, in turn, that jAW ðE 1 ; pÞj 2MðEÞ holds.
Consider
t u Lemma 8. Let A be an n-process solo-terminating implementation of a counter from base objects that support only primitives from a c-bounded set P. Then, A has an execution E that contains ðn log c nÞ events, in which every process performs a single fetch&increment instance.
Proof. We construct an n-process execution, E, with ðn log c nÞ events, in which every process performs a single fetch&increment instance. The inductive construction proceeds in rounds, indexed by the integers 1; 2; . . . ; r, for some r 2 ðlog c nÞ, and it maintains the following invariant: before round i starts, the size of the awareness set of any process and the size of the familiarity set of any base object is at most c iÀ1 . If a process p has not completed its fetch&increment instance before round i starts, we say that p is active in round i. All processes are active in round 1. All the processes that are active in round i have an enabled event in the beginning of round i. We denote the set of these events by S i . We denote the execution that consists of all the events issued in rounds 1; . . . ; i by E i . We also let E 0 denote the empty execution.
For the induction base, note that, before execution starts, objects have no record of processes and processes are only aware of themselves. Thus, MðE 0 Þ ¼ 1 holds.
For the induction step, assume that MðE iÀ1 Þ c iÀ1 holds. Since P is c-bounded, there is an ordering i of the events of S i such that
By Corollary 6, the awareness set of at least n=3 processes must contain at least n=4 other processes after E. Therefore, each of these processes is active in at least the first log c ðn=4 À 1Þ rounds, performing at least log c ðn=4 À 1Þ events in E. t u
Our step complexity lower bound is immediate from Lemmas 7 and 8.
Theorem 9. Let A be an n-process solo-terminating implementation of a counter from base objects that support only read, write, and either reading or regular conditional primitives of arity k or less. Then, A has an execution E that contains ðn log kþ1 nÞ events, in which every process performs a single fetch&increment instance.
A similar result holds for stacks and queues. A queue object supports two operations: enqueue and dequeue. Each enqueue operation receives input v from a nonempty set of values V . Each dequeue operation applied to a nonempty queue returns a value v 2 V . The state of a queue is a sequence of items S ¼ hv 0 ; . . . ; v k i, each of which is a value from V . The semantics of the enqueue and dequeue operations is the following.
. enqueueðv new Þ changes S to be the sequence S ¼ hv 0 ; . . . ; v k ; v new i. . If S is not empty, a dequeue operation changes S to be the sequence S ¼ hv 1 ; . . . ; v k i and returns v 0 . If S is empty, dequeue returns the special value empty. A stack object supports two operations: push and pop. Each push operation receives input v from a nonempty set of values V . Each pop operation applied to a nonempty stack returns a value v 2 V . The state of a stack is a sequence of items S ¼ hv 0 ; . . . ; v k i, each of which is a value from V . The semantics of the push and pop operations is the following.
. pushðv new Þ changes S to be the sequence S ¼ hv 0 ; . . . ; v k ; v new i. . If S is not empty, a pop operation changes S to be the sequence S ¼ hv 0 ; . . . ; v kÀ1 i and returns v k . If S is empty, pop returns the special value empty.
Theorem 10. Let A be an n-process solo-terminating implementation of a stack or queue from base objects that support only read, write, and either reading or regular conditional primitives of arity k or less. Then, A has an execution E, in which the total number of events issued while performing an operation instance is ðn log kþ1 nÞ.
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a soloterminating implementation of a one-time queue or a stack, A, so that the total number of events issued per operation instance in every execution of A is oðn log kþ1 nÞ. We show how to implement a solo-terminating counter by using A. The implementation uses a queue, or stack, implemented by A, that is initialized as follows: If A is a queue, then it is initialized by enqueuing into it the integers 0; . . . ; n À 1, in an increasing order. If A is a stack, then it is initialized by pushing into it the integers 0; . . . ; n À 1, in a decreasing order. A fetch&increment operation performs a dequeue, if A implements a queue, or a pop, if A is a stack. Clearly, this is a solo-terminating implementation of a counter, each of whose executions contains oðn log kþ1 nÞ steps, which is a contradiction to Theorem 9. t u Jayanti [21, Theorem 6.2] proves a (base 2) logarithmic lower bound on the worst case step complexity incurred by a single operation. The lower bound holds for solo-terminating implementations of a set of objects that includes counter, stack, and queue from the following primitives: load linked, store conditional, validate, move, and swap. When instantiated with k ¼ 1, our Theorems 9 and 10 establish a (base 2) logarithmic lower bound on the average step complexity of such implementations and so are stronger.
We next show that Theorems 9 and 10 hold also for implementations that can also use load linked, store conditional, and validate primitives, as considered by Jayanti [21] . We start by describing this extended set of primitives and the shared-memory model extensions required for defining them, following [21] . These extensions are required since the effect of these operations depends on the process that applies them.
A base object o is composed of two components: val(o), storing the object data, and Pset(o), which is an array of process identifiers. In the following description, we let u denote the value of valðoÞ just before the primitive is applied to o. We also let p i be the process that applies the primitive.
Base objects support one or more of the following primitives:
. read(o) returns u and leaves o unchanged. . writeðo; vÞ sets o:val v and returns ack. If v 6 ¼ u holds, the event also sets P setðoÞ ;. . LL(o) sets P setðoÞ P setðoÞ [ fp i g and returns u. . If p i 2 P setðoÞ holds, then SCðo; vÞ sets valðoÞ v and returns (true,u). In this case, we say the event is successful. If v 6 ¼ u holds, the event also sets P setðoÞ ;. If p i 6 2 P setðoÞ holds, then SCðo; vÞ returns (false, u) and does not change o. We say the event is unsuccessful. . If p i 2 P setðoÞ holds, then validate(o) returns true, otherwise it returns false. . swapðo; vÞ sets valðoÞ v and returns u. If v 6 ¼ u holds, the event also sets P setðoÞ ;. . move ðo; o 1 Þ sets valðo 1 Þ u and returns ack. If valðo 1 Þ 6 ¼ u holds, the event also sets P setðo 1 Þ ;. . Conditional primitives of arity k or less: Conditional primitives, as specified in Definition 1, retain their semantics and operate on oth val component with the following addition: whenever a conditional event changes valðoÞ, it also sets P setðoÞ ;. In other words, the swap primitive atomically writes a value to a base object and returns its previous value. The move primitive copies the value of one base object to another. Both primitives initialize the Pset component of the object they write to if they modify its value. The write and conditional primitives retain their semantics with the following addition: whenever they change a base object's value, they initialize its Pset component. The SC primitive, applied by p i , succeeds in changing base object o's value only if o's value was not changed since the last time p i applied LL to it, otherwise it fails. If the SC operation does change o's value, o's Pset component is initialized. If the SC operation fails, o is not changed. A validate by p i returns true iff an SC by p i can still succeed.
In the following proofs, we use the same definition of visibility (Definition 2) used in the paper with the understanding that it applies to the val components of base objects. We let P denote the set containing the primitives described above. Let e be an event, issued by p i , applying a primitive from P to base object o. We emphasize that e may be observed by processes other than p i only if it changes valðoÞ. This is because e resets P setðoÞ only if it changes valðoÞ. (LL by p i adds p i to P setðoÞ, but this cannot be observed by other processes.) Thus, Lemma 5, Corollary 6, and Lemma 8 hold also in this extended model.
Our proof uses the following definition and lemma, defined and proven in [21] , for ordering a set of outstanding move events so that "little" information is transferred. Phrasing is slightly adapted according to the terminology we use.
Definition 10 [21] . Let S be a set of move events, enabled after some execution E. An ordering of the events of S is called secretive if the value originating at any object is moved in by at most two processes.
Lemma 11 [21] . For all executions E and for any set S of move events enabled after E, a secretive ordering of the events of S after E exists.
Lemma 12. The set of primitives P is 24ð2k þ 1Þ-bounded.
Proof. Let S be a set of events by different processes that are enabled after some execution E, each about to apply a primitive from P. We show that there is an ordering of S such that MðEÞ=MðEÞ 24ð2k þ 1Þ. Let S 0 & S be the subset of events in S that apply write or conditional primitives. From Lemma 7, there is an ordering of S 0 such that MðEÞ=MðEÞ 2k þ 1. We next schedule all the validate events in S, if any, in an arbitrary order. Let be the resulting execution fragment, let e be an event in issued by p, and let o be the object accessed by e. Since validate does not change valðoÞ; e is not visible on o. It follows that F ðE; oÞ ¼ F ðE; oÞ. Since e accesses only o; AW ðE; pÞ ¼ AW ðE; pÞ [ F ðE; oÞ. This implies in turn that MðEÞ=MðEÞ 2ð2k þ 1Þ.
We next schedule all the LL events in S, in some arbitrary order, followed by all the SC events in S, in some arbitrary order. Let be the resulting execution fragment. From the semantics of LL and SC, at most one of the events of is visible on any single base object o. Thus, jF ðE; oÞj 4ð2k þ 1ÞMðEÞ. Let e be an event in , issued by p, that accesses o. Since e accesses only o; AW ðE; pÞ ¼ AW ðE; pÞ [ AW ðE; oÞ. It follows that MðEÞ 4ð2k þ 1ÞMðEÞ.
Next, we schedule all the swap events in S, in some arbitrary order. Let be the resulting execution fragment and let o be a base object. From the semantics of swap, o's value is either not changed by or its value after equals the input of the last swap event e that accesses o in . In either case, jF ðE; oÞj 2MðEÞ. Let p be a process that issues an event of to o. The response p receives is either o's value right after E (if p applies the first event in that accesses o), or the input of the preceding event in that accesses o. In either case, jF ðE; oÞj 2MðEÞ. Thus, MðEÞ 8ð2k þ 1ÞMðEÞ follows.
Finally, we schedule all the move events in S. From Lemma 11, there is a secretive ordering, , of these events. We let ¼ . From the semantics of move, process awareness sets are not changed by . Since is secretive, the value of each base object o after E was moved into o in by the events of at most two processes. Thus, jF ðE; oÞj 3MðEÞ 24ðk þ 1ÞMðEÞ. t u
Our lower bound is immediate from Lemmas 8 and 12.
Theorem 13. Let A be an n-process solo-terminating implementation of a counter from base objects that support only read, write, move, swap, LL, SC, validate, and either reading or regular conditional primitives of arity k or less. Then, A has an execution E that contains ðn log kþ1 nÞ events, in which every process performs a single fetch&increment instance.
From Theorems 10 and 13 we get:
Theorem 14. Let A be an n-process solo-terminating implementation of a stack or queue from base objects that support only read, write, move, swap, LL, SC, validate, and either reading or regular conditional primitives of arity k or less. Then, A has an execution E, in which the total number of events issued while performing an operation instance is ðn log k nÞ.
In this section, we have established log k n bounds on the average number of events issued by implementations of counters, stacks, and queues, when only conditional primitives of arity-k or less and primitives from the set {read,write,move,swap,LL/SC,validate} may be used. Although our proofs only considered executions in which each process performs at most a single operation instance, it is easy to show that these bounds hold also if processes are allowed to perform multiple operation instances. This can be shown by considering long executions, constructed by concatenating shorter executions fragments, in each of which each process performs a single operation instance to completion.
SPACE COMPLEXITY LOWER BOUNDS
In this section, we show that any wait-free implementation of a large class of objects from base objects that support conditional primitives, read, and write must use ðnÞ such objects. The result holds for any visible object, which is, intuitively, an object that supports some operation Op that must issue a visible event in any instance. This class contains widely used objects such as counter, stack, queue, and single-writer snapshot.
Our result holds for conditional primitives of arbitrary arity, and extends a lower bound of Fich et al. [14] , which allows only unary conditional primitives. The results of this section apply to reading conditional primitives.
Let A be a wait-free implementation of a visible object. It has been proved [14] that A can be brought to a state where all n processes have pending indexed events whose visibility depends on their index: an event with index i cannot be made invisible by events with indices larger than i. Such a state is called an n-leveled state, as formalized by the following definition.
Definition 11 [14, Definition 5] . The state after a finite execution E is n-leveled if there is a sequence e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e n of events by different processes, all about to apply nontrivial primitives, such that, for every nonempty execution fragment E 0 consisting of some subset of these events (in any order), e j is visible in EE 0 , where j ¼ minfije i 2 E 0 g. We call e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e n an n-leveled sequence and say that event e j is at level j.
An object that only supports read and write primitives is called a register. An object that can only be accessed by conditional primitives (of any arity) is called a multiconditional object. An object that may be accessed by read, write, and conditional primitives (of any arity) is called a read-write-multiconditional object.
Let e be a write or a conditional event. The change set of e after E, denoted CðE; eÞ, is the set of base objects whose values will be changed by e if applied after E; its size is called the change multiplicity of e after E and denoted cðE; eÞ. If e is a write event that accesses object o, then CðE; eÞ ¼ fog if o's value after E is different than the value written by e; otherwise CðE; eÞ ¼ ;. If e is a conditional event whose object-values vector is a fixed point of e after E, then CðE; eÞ ¼ ;. Otherwise, CðE; eÞ is the set of objects whose values are changed by e when applied after E. We write CðeÞ instead of CðE; eÞ and cðeÞ instead of cðE; eÞ whenever E is understood or immaterial.
Assume that an implementation A uses base objects that support only read, write, and conditional primitives (of any arity); let SP ACEðAÞ denote the number of base objects used by A. We prove that if A can be brought to an nleveled state, then SP ACEðAÞ ¼ ðnÞ. In fact, multiobject conditionals may increase the implementation's space complexity: the lower bound on space complexity that we obtain is proportional to the sum of the change multiplicities of the issued events.
Lemma 15. Assume that after execution E; A is in an n-leveled state. Let S ¼ fe 1 ; . . . ; e n g be a corresponding n-leveled sequence, where S w and S c are, respectively, the subset of write events of S and the subset of conditional events of S. Proof. Let e i and e j be two events of S; i < j. Assume first that both e i and e j are conditional events. We now show that CðE; e i Þ \ CðE; e j Þ ¼ ;. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is some object o 2 Cðe i Þ \ Cðe j Þ. By Definition 11, e i is visible in Ee i and e j is visible in Ee j . Thus, the object-values vector of e i (respectively, e j ) after E is a change point of e i (respectively, e j ). Since i < j, again by Definition 11, e i is visible in Ee j e i . However, since o is in the change set of e j , its value is changed by e j . Therefore, the object-values vector of e i after Ee j is a fixed point of e i . This contradicts the assumption that e i is visible in Ee j . It is easily seen that CðE; e i Þ \ CðE; e j Þ ¼ ; also when e i and e j are both write events. This proves the first part of the lemma. Assume that A uses only read-write-multiconditional objects. Since at most one write event and one conditional event may be visible on any one object, we have SP ACEðAÞ ! dn=2e. If CðE; e i Þ \ CðE; e j Þ 6 ¼ ;, then e i must be a write event and e j must be a conditional event. Thus, jCðE; e i Þ \ CðE; e j Þj ¼ 1, proving the second part of the lemma. t u
Since any wait-free implementation of a visible object has an n-leveled state [14, Lemma 11] , Lemma 15 implies the following theorem:
Theorem 16. Let A be an n-process wait-free implementation of a visible object.
. If A uses only registers or multiconditional objects, then SP ACEðAÞ ! n. . If A uses only multiconditional objects and cðeÞ ! k for any visible conditional event e issued in an execution E of A, then SP ACEðAÞ ! k Á n. . If A uses only read-write-multiconditionals objects, then SP ACEðAÞ ! dn=2e.
SUMMARY
The lower bounds presented in this paper indicate that using k-CAS does not reduce the time or the space complexity of implementations of many widely used concurrent objects. Thus, supporting k-CAS primitives might yield little performance gains. Reading k-CAS primitives can reduce the step and round complexity for some objects. However, the primitives supported in current architectures are nonreading, and indeed, implementing reading k-CAS primitives in hardware is challenging, due to fan-in limitations: for large values of k, any k-CAS implementation will either require a high-bandwidth path between shared memory and processor hardware registers or, otherwise, will result in very slow k-CAS operations.
We emphasize that our results do not bear on the merits of k-CAS primitives in terms of simplifying the design of nonlocking algorithms. The jury is still out on whether the reduction in design complexity justifies the cost of implementing k-CAS in hardware. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
